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FEN is a fun-loving group of Italian 
car (FIAT, Lancia, and Alfa Romeo) 
enthusiasts who meet regularly 
throughout the year.  In general, our club 
is geared towards social rather than the 
technical. The club is incorporated as a 
nonprofit club in Washington State and 
is an IRS 501(c)7 tax-exempt social club. 

Club meetings are held monthly, except 
for July and December.  A picnic in July 
and a holiday party in December take 
the place of regular meetings in those 
months. The regular meeting location 
alternates monthly between Shoreline 
and Renton. FEN also hosts rallies and 
other events throughout the year.

As the days get shorter and wetter, and we start to notice that 
we haven’t seen our neighbors in weeks, the tendency is to 

join them in hibernation or just to get distracted with our respec-
tive projects, tasks, and jobs. It was therefore, a real pleasure to 
show up at the early October FEN meeting in Renton and find a 
roomfull of enthusiastic and social FIAT folks.

Actually, that was on a rare, mostly sunny fall day and many 
of us arrived top-down in our sports cars. Along with more than 
20 members, we enjoyed good food, discussion, and plenty of time 
for tech talk along with some healthy tire-kicking after the official 
meeting. Along with reviewing some great September activities 
and discussing upcoming October events, much of the conver-
sation centered around suggestions for future club meeting pro-
grams, tech sessions, and important board/officer leadership needs; 
see the “Board Meeting Notes” in this edition of FIATisti. And we 
didn’t even have to mention or think about that election thing …

 It’s the small things that count. During some of the welcome 
“tech talk” at this meeting, we were discussing the previous month’s 
program of rear LED lights and some issues that Rex continues to 
have with his turn signals (nothing to do with his new LED sys-
tem). Greg described the way 
traditional turn signal flashers 
work with essentially a thermal 
switch. Then he summarized 
how easily the new “digital” 
flashers can be used to gain 
more consistent and faster flash-
ing and mentioned the Napa 
EL13 replacement that he used 
to improve his Lancia’s flashers.

 So, after 25 years of frustration with my Spider’s now 35-year-
old, s-l-o-o-o-w-w thermal flasher switch, I ordered a replacement. 
Instead of driving to a Napa store, I saved time and ordered it on-
line, just like a Millennial. About $8 and a few days later, it arrived 
and five minutes later I was enjoying regular, normal, modern car 
turn signals. (Plug and play and super easy to access on a simple 
spring clip next to the ignition switch just under the dash.) Why 
didn’t I do this 25 years before? Thank you, Greg!

Last but not least, thank you Sue and Dan Carson for volunteer-
ing your beautiful house in Tacoma again for the Holiday Party, 2–5 
pm on Sunday, December 11 (910 S Proctor St, Tacoma WA 98405).

Keep the rubber side down on that wet pavement; I look for-
ward to seeing you at Spiro’s on Wednesday!        

— David Moise, Vice-President
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FIAT might have not be have 
invented the mini car segment, 

but it definitely put its mark on it 
with the original 500. 

Introduced in 1957, the clas-
sic 500, which serves as a proud 
ancestor to the modern one, was 
marketed as a cheap and practical 
town car, measuring just 3 meters 
(~118 inches) in length and pow-
ered by a 479 cc, two-cylinder, 
air-cooled engine. 

Thanks to its appealing design 
and practicality, it quickly cap-
tured the hearts and minds of the 
European audience, and it went 
through a few changes up until 
1975, when production came to a 
stop.

Pictured here is a 1970-made 
example, which wears adds the 
‘L’ (Lusso) suffix, meaning that 
it’s the penultimate model, and it 
came with a modernized interior 
and a revised dashboard. More-
over, the car also welcomed a few 
extra horses to its stable after its 
engine was upgraded to 499 cc. 

Finished in a Mustard Yellow, 
applied over a black vinyl interior, 
the car spent most of its life in 
Italy, but has been registered this 

year in the UK, and it’s said to be in a “generally good condition, 
starting readily, and running well.”

The vendor doesn’t give any more details, except for the fact 
that it has the correct Pirelli tires, spare wheel, and that it’s accom-
panied by the original registration documents, but it’s still worth 
taking a look at it, if you happen to be at the NEC, Birmingham, on 
November 12, for Silverstone Auctions’ Classic Motor Show Sale. 
It’s also good to know that this classic FIAT 500 is offered at no 
reserve.

For more pictures, visit the Carscoops article   

Classic FIAT 500L Deserves 
a Nice and Caring Home

Article by Cristian 
Gnaticov of  

Carscoops.com

www.fiatnorthwest.org
http://www.carscoops.com/2016/10/classic-fiat-500l-deserves-nice-and.html
http://www.carscoops.com/2016/10/classic-fiat-500l-deserves-nice-and.html 
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Is the FIAT 124 Spider the  
Future of Platform Sharing?

Article by  
Richard Truett of  

Automotive News

The FIAT 124 Spider is a rare car. Not just because its 
U.S. sales (so far) are minuscule, but because it’s bet-

ter than the car that spawned it, the Mazda MX-5 Miata.
I recently put more than 500 miles on a Spider from 

the press fleet, and I have also tested the Miata this year.
Can you think of another “badge-engineered” car 

quite like the 124 Spider? Usually, when automakers 
build cars for a partner, such as the Mazda2/Toyota Yaris 
or the Subaru BRZ/Scion FR-S, the changes are limited 
to different badges and perhaps a new front fascia and 
not much else.

The FIAT 124 is very different, and the changes 
could be the blueprint for a different type of car-sharing 
among automakers. Here’s why I think FIAT nailed the 
Spider:

• The styling changes are tasteful updates of the classic FIAT 
Spiders of the ‘70s and ‘80s. You can see the influence of 
those older cars in the shape of the headlights and tail-
lights and the twin power bulges on the hood. Not one 
body panel is shared between the Spider and the MX-5. 
The FIAT is also 5 inches longer. Placed side by side, you’d 
be hard-pressed to know that the FIAT and the Mazda ride 
on the same underpinnings. The view looking over the 
dash and down the FIAT’s flat, wide hood gives the Spider 
a more aggressive feeling than the Miata.

• The engines are different, with the FIAT being powered by 
a 1.4-liter turbo that develops more torque and horsepow-
er at lower rpms than Mazda’s 2.0-liter nonturbo. Beyond 
that, the FIAT engine has a slight gruffness that perfectly 
suits the character of a roadster. The two cars have very 
different personalities.

• The interiors have different materials. The FIAT’s interior 
is higher quality, more European-looking. At 5 feet 10, I 
could not get really comfortable in the Miata. My legs were 
scrunched. But the Spider’s different seats open up a bit 
more room.

Despite good reviews, both cars are suffering as consumers shun 
sports cars of all types and opt for SUVs and crossovers.

FIAT Spider sales are abysmal, with just 490 units sold in Sep-
tember. Since the car arrived at U.S. dealerships in July, 1,431 have 

been sold through FCA’s 200 FIAT deal-
ers. The Miata’s sales performance is also 
dismal. In September, Mazda sold just 752 
Miatas, bringing the total for the year to 
just 7,840—the worst debut for any new 
version of the Miata. The shrinking sales 
of sports cars reflect the changing market 
in this era of cheap gasoline.

According to the Automotive News 
Data Center, cars accounted for 40.3 
percent of sales through September, down 
from 44.4 percent from the same period 
a year ago. Sales of light trucks (which 
includes SUVs and crossovers) now hold 
59.7 percent of the market, up from 55.6 
percent a year ago.

At Honda, the CR-V is now just 
20,000 units behind the Civic as the 
brand’s top-selling vehicle. At Toyota, the 
RAV4 is only about 30,000 units away 
from being that brand’s top-selling name-
plate. And except for the Silverado, the 
Equinox is the top-selling Chevrolet.

If gasoline stays cheap and sales 
trends continue, there likely won’t be a lot 
of profit in building cars. And it wouldn’t 
surprise me to see more automakers make 
deals like FIAT and Mazda as car sales 
evaporate.  

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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Hunger Magazine and Rankin are 
proud to present a digital editori-

al collaboration with Italian car brand 
Abarth. Showcasing the launch of the 
celebrated Abarth 124 Spider, Hunger has 
created a film, stills, and documentary 
campaign putting the pedal to the metal 
and maxing the throttle of entertainment.

With the Rankin-directed 60-second 
spot teased at the Paris Motorshow on 
Thursday 29th September, each feature of 
the campaign will launch exclusively on 

HungerTV.com, commencing on Thurs-
day 6th October and running through to 
Christmas. The 360-degree project consists 
of an online film, three still-life shoots and 
a minidocumentary series starring celebri-
ty talent, titled The Detour.

 Rankin: “Abarth approached Hunger 
looking to do something a little more left 
field than the usual campaign. Although 
working in different worlds, the two 
brands are a perfect match, with fashion-
able, fun, and aspirational audience bases.

With our in-house studio, filmmakers, 
photographers, and journalists, we were 

Hunger Magazine and Rankin present “Abarth: 
A Different Point of  View” Official Press Release, October 6, 2016

able to create a multifaceted project all under one roof. The brand 
gave us complete freedom to bring their cars to life in fun and un-
usual ways, getting behind the wheel and taking them to their limits.”

Paolo Gagliardo, Head of Operations Abarth, illustrated the 
reasons for this innovative partnership: “It is the opportunity to 
show the Abarth world from a new perspective, one which is closer 
to a performance lifestyle idea that is totally unique and a bit edgy. 
Our goal is also to display the brand with the scorpion badge to the 
world without using traditional media. It is a bold step forwards 
towards the future of advertising with true international resonance. 
All this in the digital world with new videos and materials perfect-
ly integrated in our communications strategy. We are delivering 
the first cars in the UK and then the 124 spider will be shipped out 
to dealerships across Europe at last.”

 The film and accompanying stills were shot by Rankin at 
London’s ExCel Centre, with cinematography from Tony C. Miller. 
More akin to a luxury fashion film than the typical car commercial, 
the film is a no-holds-barred, full-throttle love story, as the two 
lovers burn rubber and make their cars dance, set to the beat of a 
modern, dynamic drum track.

The second phase of the release sees two stunning still-life 
photographic shoots, showcasing both the Abarth 124 Spider and 
Abarth 595. Dark and moody, they see the cars emerging out of the 
darkness, celebrating their power, passion, and sleek sporting lines.

 The final release is a mini documentary series titled The De-
tour, starring soon-to-be-revealed celebrity talent.

“It is the opportunity to show the 
Abarth world from a new perspective, 
one which is closer to a performance 
lifestyle idea that is totally unique  
and a bit edgy. Our goal is also to 
display the brand with the scorpion 
badge to the world without using 
traditional media.”

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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The majority of FEN Board members met at 5:30, before the 
regular October South FEN Meeting on October 5. Greg, 

LeRoy, and Alex joined me to discuss upcoming club issues; Carrie 
and Rex joined the discussion when they arrived, and a number 
of members arrived early for the meeting and added comments. 
Thanks to all who could attend.

The main topics of discussion involved the need for new officers 
and ideas to enhance participation in meetings and events. A short 
summary of the meeting follows:

As it stands, we are looking to fill most leadership positions, 
including President, Vice President, Newsletter Editor, and Web-
master. Outside commitments make it hard for officers to continue 
their duties beyond the three years plus that many of us have been 
serving. LeRoy is willing to continue as treasurer for another year to 
help bridge the transition to a new leadership team. Both Carrie and 
Sooz are willing to continue as South and North Secretaries—many 
thanks to them all. 

It was mentioned that many local organizations are sharing 
similar leadership challenges; the local Alfa club, with about 160 
members and relatively good turnout at their “Wild About Cars” 
meetings has had the same officers since 2012 and is struggling 
without a newsletter editor. They are part of a larger internation-
al Alfa group; although there is a larger national FIAT group, we 
agreed that that is not a good solution for our needs. Bert reported 
by email that the NW MG Car Club is suffering with low participa-
tion and similar leadership challenges.

Carrie and I agreed that we’ll proceed as originally planned to 
call everyone on the membership list by early November to per-

Board Meeting Notes, October 5  By David Moise

sonally ask for involvement and sugges-
tions. If you haven’t heard from one of us 
by the time you read this, you can expect 
a call.

Several suggestions for tech sessions 
and programs at meetings to bolster 
attendance were discussed. Traffic issues, 
which prevent some from attending 
meetings, will only get worse, and it was 
agreed that our current arrangement of 
alternate North and South meetings is a 
good compromise and members do like 
our current meeting location venues. 
Finding a good time and place for board 
meetings continues to be a challenge; 
weekend board meetings were suggested 
for the future. Substituting a weekend 
tech session for a monthly meeting may 
allow for more participation.

It will be up to the new FEN Board 
to continue this discussion and to make 
some positive changes. Special thanks 
to Rex, who at the end of the evening, 
stepped up and volunteered to be the 
2017 FEN President!

Many thanks to everyone who partic-
ipated in this important discussion.   

With more to come from Hunger and Abarth, fasten seatbelts 
and sit back: The journey is just beginning.

Furthermore, a new level of performance can be discovered 
in another innovative project presented at the Paris Motor Show. 
“Abarth 124 Spider Uncovered” is a digital fascination project for the 
new roadster. Technical and emotional contents are interconnected 
in a narrative loop created to draw users into a dynamic experience. 
The starting point is a film with unmistakable style: British photog-
rapher Rankin portrays the sound and performance of Abarth 124 
spider from an innovative point of view, at an irresistible pace.

The Abarth 124 Spider Uncovered platform can be reached 
from the model page on the Abarth portal and from dedicated 

posts on the brand’s social media 
channels: http://www.abarthcars.
co.uk/124_spider/124-uncovered/

 Users will choose content to be in-
spired by and get to know new details and 
potentials of this one-of-a-kind car. Final-
ly, responsive layout makes the experience 
accessible from all devices at any time. 
Because you cannot tell when the thrill of 
drift will hit: You can only indulge it.

[The Editor wishes to thank Fred 
Russell for alerting us to this story.]  

www.fiatnorthwest.org
http://www.abarthcars.co.uk/124_spider/124-uncovered/
http://www.abarthcars.co.uk/124_spider/124-uncovered/
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Waiting for “The Call” from the grape 
farm is like waiting for a birth. 

When the sugar in the grapes reaches 
about 25 percent, it is time to pick. The 
farm where we buy our grapes is a few 
miles north of Prosser in the Columbia 
Valley. Driving distance from our house to 
the farm is 293 miles—586 miles round-
trip.

With the tires pumped up and oil and 
filter changed, we headed off in our 1990 
two-wheel-drive Toyota pickup as the FI-
AT Spider is useless at hauling heavy loads. 
In this trip, completed on October 1st, re-
turning with 900 pounds of Syrah grapes, 
here is what we observed on the road:

There was a lot of traffic. We observed 
heavy traffic in both directions the whole 
way. Our population is exploding! 

We were by far the oldest vehicle on 

the road. It seemed as though all the cars and trucks were very new. 
Those constant TV adds must be working.

We were also the slowest, even though I exceeded the speed 
limit most of the way, except on the return trip.

Everyone was speeding, yet we only saw one policeman at work.
Tailgating at high speed was the norm. Many were obviously 

racing. 
Coming back into Rain Country on the west side, we noticed 

pouring rain didn’t slow anyone down. I’m sure few of these drivers 
know about hydroplaning.

In the ferry line at Edmonds, there are always drivers who let 
their engines run while waiting, even though there are “No Idling” 
signs posted. It wasn’t hot or cold so no need for heaters or A/C. 

On board, even before the ferry lands, some drivers start their 
engines immediately, even though we are many minutes away from 
unloading and there are signs stating, “Do Not Start Your Engine 
Until Directed by a Crew Member.”

It was a great relief to return to our quiet world here on the Pen-
insula. The Syrah is happily bubbling away in the primary fermenters 
and our house smells like wine.  

Observations on Another Road Trip
Article by Rex Rice

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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Things I Don’t Understand   

By Rex Rice

Roundabouts
 
These have been around for a long time.  Adolf 
Hitler used them long before they arrived in 
the US.  When I drove a rental  VW in Germany 
in the 1950’s, I learned how to get through a 
roundabout without too much fuss.  The key? 
Signal  your intentions. If you didn’t, other drivers 
would blow their horns and shout at you. 

So here we are many years later and 
roundabouts have finally arrived on the North 
Olympic Peninsula. So what do many drivers do as 
they approach this new-fangled puzzle? Some stop 
dead, even when no other cars are in sight. Some 
slowly enter, unsure of what to do. Many turn left 
without signaling. Some go completely around, again 
without signaling their intentions, causing confusion 
to other drivers.

My advice?  Treat the roundabout as a normal 
intersection. Going straight through? Don’t signal. If 
the car on your left is turning into the roundabout, 
he should be signaling to show you he has the “right 
of way,” so yield. If you are turning left around the 
roundabout, signal left to show drivers who are 
entering that they should yield to you. Revised code 
of  Washington 46.61.306 requires drivers to signal 
all turns.  This includes roundabouts.

__________________

Car Alarms
 
These things are mostly useless and always 
annoying.  What could anyone possibly leave in 
their car that has this much value? If it’s that 
expensive, put it in a safe! Meanwhile, the rest 
of us have to endure noise pollution at its very 
worst. Every time I ride the ferry, alarms are going 
off.  Thunder sets them off.  Load exhausts set 
them off.  A windy day sets them off. Do thieves 
set them off? No—they know how to disarm 
them. Every car I’ve purchased that has an alarm 
system, I immediately find its fuse and pull it.  
Ahhh … sweet silence.

__________________

Fake Dual Exhausts
 
When I was a young driver in the 1950s, I saved 
my money from washing cars and pumping gas 
to buy extras for my car, whatever model it was. 
Removing the hood and trunk ornaments was a 
must. So was plugging the holes with either Bondo 
or, if I had more money, having them welded shut.

Lowering blocks were also high on the list 
along with “moon” hubcaps.  The biggest item 
was the installation of a dual exhaust system to 
make your car look and sound powerful even if 
it wasn’t.  A fake system was available from J. C. 
Whitney, consisting of a ‘Y’ attached to the normal 
exhaust pipe and running it over to look like a 
dual system. It looked fake and didn’t fool anyone. 

Fast forward to now.  Almost all of the new 
cars come with twin pipes poking out of the rear. 
Guess what? Most of them are fake! Catalytic 
converters are expensive, so cars manufacturers 
use only one and, like J. C. Whitney, run another 
pipe to make the car look “cool’.”  Unlike the old 
fake J. C.Whitney’s, they look real.

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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Above, inner columns:  2017 FIAT 124 Spider 
Abarth, www.themotorreport.com.au.

Above:  Recaro seats in leather/Alcantara trim, 
2017 FIAT 124 Spider Abarth,  
http://image.superstreetonline.com.

Opposite page, inner column:   
Top: Original 124 Spider Abarth and 2017 FIAT 
Spider Abarth, http://4.bp.blogspot.com.

Bottom: 2017 FIAT 124 Spider Abarth,  
www.themotorreport.com.au.

Opposite page, outer column:   
Available leather black and red seats  
on the 2017 FIAT 124 Spider Abarth,  
http://autoguide.com.

2017 FIAT 124 Elaborazione 
Abarth Finally Arrives
Article by Alex Sargeant

The exciting and beautiful 2017 FIAT 124 Spider has now been 
available at local FIAT Studios for four months in the basic 

Classica and luxury Lusso trims. As you read this article, the more 
sporty Elaborazione Abarth version is arriving in dealer inventory 
in both manual transmission and automatic versions. Here’s 
a rundown of what’s different on the Abarth compared to the 
Classica and Lusso versions.

Once you start the car, you immediately notice the wonderful 
Abarth sound from the quad-tip dual exhaust. This low back pres-
sure system delivers five more horsepower and eight pounds more 
torque over the quieter system standard on the Classica and Lusso. A 
more performance-calibrated suspension with Biltstein performance 
shock absorbers and an underhood chassis brace coupled with a 
standard limited slip rear differential help maximize the ability to use 
this increase in power. The performance can be further enhanced by 
upgrading to the optional Brembo disc brake package.

All of the regular options and standard features from the Classi-
ca and Lusso are available. Leather and microfiber seats, Bluetooth, 
and the backup camera are standard. You can upgrade to the full 
technology package, including parking sensors, blind spot monitor-
ing, adaptive headlights, Sirius XM radio, Bose stereo with sub-

Once you start the car, you 
immediately notice the wonderful 
Abarth sound from the quad-tip 
dual exhaust.  This low back 
pressure system delivers five  
more horsepower and eight 
pounds more torque over the 
quieter system standard on  
the Classica and Lusso.

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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woofer and headrest speakers, GPS navigation, and auto-dimming 
mirrors. Options exclusive to the Elaborazione Abarth include the 
Brembo brake package, retro-rally–inspired matte black hood and 
rear deck lid, Recaro sport seats in leather and Alcantara, and Abarth 
specific 17" wheels with three-season performance tires.

FIAT has taken what is already a very good car and made it a 
little sharper and even more fun. The driving experience is definitely 
more performance-oriented. The comfortable Recaro seats hold you 
solidly in place, so you can remain in full control under more spir-
ited driving conditions. The firmer spring rate and more responsive 
shocks keep the wheels planted under spirited cornering. The chassis 
brace improves the set of the car and provides for a little more feed-
back through the driver’s seat. The stickier tires and limited slip rear 
differential help keep everything pointed the right way under hard 
acceleration out of corners.

Stop by your local FIAT Studio and test drive one soon.   

FIAT has taken what is already  
a very good car and made it a  

little sharper and even more fun. 
The driving experience is definitely 

more performance-oriented.

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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Club Officers

President
Greg Smith
360-239-0429
gfs@gregoryfsmith.com

Vice-President
David Moise
206-719-3186
dmoise@comcast.net

Secretary (North)
Suzanne “Sooz” Rian
425-483-9765
dsrian@frontier.com 

Secretary (South)  
Carrie Rice
360-379-0593
ricecarrie39@gmail.com 

Treasurer/Membership 
LeRoy Mietzner
425-836-0310
Leroy@mietzners.net

Newsletter Editor 
Mi Ae Lipe
206-349-2038
miae@whatnowdesign.com

Board Member Rep/Vintage Cars
Rex Rice
360-379-0593
ricerex35@gmail.com

Board Member Rep/New Cars
Alex Sargeant
206-303-9367
alexsar@yahoo.com

Call now! Northwest Weather Forecasting Service now has immediate entry 
level employment positions available.

Learn more about this very rare 1953 FIAT 1100 Allemano Cabriolet, designed 
by Giovanni Michelotti, at the Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance at this link.

www.fiatnorthwest.org
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2016/10/22/just-cool-cars-53-custom-built-fiat-rare-treat/92573190/
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FEN Calendar
November 2  Regular 
club meeting (North) at Spiro’s 
Pizza & Pasta, 18411 Aurora 
Ave N, Shoreline, 206-546-
2900. Meeting begins at 7 pm, 
but come early for dinner.

November 12  Driver 
Skills School and Car Control 
Clinic, Northwest Alfa Romeo 
Club, at Pacific Raceway, 
Kent. Drive safer and be more 
confident. Join for a half-day 
driver skills course where you’ll 
learn valuable techniques to 
better control your vehicle in 
daily driving conditions. All 
drivers are welcome, and all 
vehicle types encouraged.
Covered by both classroom 
instruction and in-car coaching 
are collision avoidance, 
handling skills, and braking 
techniques. Cost is $95, 
and times are 9 am–Noon, 
or 1 pm–4 pm. Register at 
motorsportsreg.com; contact is 
Mirko Freguia.

December 7   
No Regular meeting in 
December—Holiday Potluck 
Party instead.

December 11  FEN 
Holiday Potluck Party at Sue 
and Dan Carson’s house, 2–5 
pm, 910 S Proctor St., Tacoma 
WA 98405.

October 5, 2016
The South End meeting at Amante’s was led by Greg Smith, Presi-
dent with 18 members present.

Treasurer’s Report

• There was no formal Treasurer’s Report but we bought 25th 
anniversary gifts for members.

Reports, Announcements, and Comments

Pat reported on the South-end tour and Festa Italiana followed 
by a general discussion of lights and lighting issues with FIATs.

New Business

David Moise, VP led the discussion on recruiting officers for the 
coming year. FEN needs a president, vice-president, newsletter 
editor, and webmaster.

The December party will be December 11 at Sue and Dan 
Carson’s home in Tacoma. (910 South Proctor)

Various car issues were discussed: Relays, underhood Dynomat, 
etc.

The meeting adjourned at 8:13 pm.

— Submitted by Carrie Rice, South End Secretary

FEN October Meeting Notes

www.fiatnorthwest.org
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FIATs in the News   Compiled by Mi Ae Lipe

The following is a digest of recent news items relating to FIATs, Alfa Romeos, Maseratis, and other Italian cars. 
Clicking on the blue URL links below will take you to the corresponding articles on the Internet in your Web browser. 

Just Cool Cars: ‘53 custom-built FIAT is a rare treat (USA Today, October 22, 2016) 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2016/10/22/just-cool-cars-53-custom-built-fiat-rare-treat/92573190/

FIAT US sales decrease 30 percent to 2,913 units in September 2016 (FIAT Chrysler Authority, October 28, 
2016)  http://fcauthority.com/2016/10/fiat-september-2016-sales-numbers-results-figures-united-states/

Neiman Marcus adds $65,000 FIAT 600 Jolly look-alike to Fantasy Gifts collection (Autoblog, October 24, 2016)  
http://www.autoblog.com/2016/10/24/neiman-marcus-island-cars-christmas-catalogue/

Reader’s Car of the Week: FIAT 132 (PistonHeads, October 28, 2016)
http://www.pistonheads.com/news/general/readers-car-of-the-week-fiat-132/35204

2016 FIAT 500X takes style tips from its smaller sibling (The Seattle Times, October 19, 2016)  
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